May 6, 2020
Re: Campus Visiting During Coronavirus
Dear Residents:
Some have said we are lucky HHH has not had the Coronavirus so far. We do not
believe it is because of luck – We believe it is a result of very tight control of our actions
and protocols that have helped to keep the virus out of our campuses.
As we said last week, this is no time to let our guard down! This past week COVID-19
made its way into a nursing home just 10 miles north from us resulting in sickness and
death. Needless to say, we are concerned and remain on high alert and you should too!
Stay home unless you need groceries or have a medical appointment and wear your
masks.
The New Hampshire Stay at Home Order is in effect through May 31st and will be reevaluated at that time. Although some services will start opening up in the State, they are
not scheduled to reopen at HHH. We will continue to operate under nursing facility rules
as outlined by CMS, CDC and NH DHHS throughout our campuses. We will not be
serving meals in dining areas, hair salons will not be open, and visitation is not open.
Cottage Residents – Please help us keep our campuses closed to visitors! The
only exception is the family member or other helper that is providing essential
medical or grocery shopping assistance. If people come to provide these essential
functions, they should come only to your home, stay inside your home, and not visit with
any other resident. They should not be sitting in your yard, campus common areas,
walking on pathways or coming up to Lodge or Cottage windows to visit from outside.
Grocery deliveries should not be taking place on Mother’s Day to create a pathway
around this protocol.
Mother’s Day is approaching this Sunday and many have asked questions about visitors.
Please, do not invite or accept a request for people to visit you on Campus, on Mother’s
day, or any other day, and please do not go visit them.
We understand this seems harsh, but let us take a closer look at why we are so very
concerned – Imagine what Mother’s Day or another spring day, especially weekends, will
be like with families and friends gathered in outdoor seating areas or around many, many
windows throughout the campuses! The windows will be open. Some will get right up to
the window so you can hear better, family groups will come and congregate outside your
window or door, food and other items will be exchanged and hands may touch. When
this happens, the potential to expose this Community to the virus increases dramatically.
Governors in all of the North Eastern States have issued Stay-At-Home Orders. Visitors
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from these areas should also be staying at home observing these orders and not traveling
to New Hampshire or HHH.
Please visit with your family and friends via telephone, Skype, Zoom and Facetime. We
can assist you to arrange these calls, if you need help to connect. We are asking you to
work closely with us and support the protocols that are so important and vital to keep all
of us safe during this difficult time.
Yes, we are being firm and severe at a time when we know you long to visit with family
and friends. It is very hard for us to set these rules. However, we must and we need to
do this together and support the needs of this wonderful Community.
Do not forget that we are not immune to COVID-19 – Never doubt how much we care
about you and your well-being – And remember, WE are HHH Strong and WE can do this
together and WE can do this for one another!

With Warm Regards,

Michael A. Palmieri
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